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Dedicated to Professor Jaroslav Kurzweil on the occasion of his 70th birthday 
In the interval I = [a, b] we consider a vector linear differential equation 
(1) u^(t)=Y2Pi(t)u{Í-1](Ti(t))+q(t) 
i=l 
with the following complementary conditions outside / 
(20 u{i~V(t)=0 for i g / ( i = l , . . . , m ) 
and the boundary conditions 
(22) u^-
l\a)=0 (i = l , . . . , m - l ) , H^1"1^) = 0, 
where m ^ 2, the functions T7;: I —» U (i = 1 , . . . ,777) and the matrix functions Pi: 
I —> IRnXn (i = 1 , . . . ,m) are measurable, n ^ 1, and the vector function q: I —•> Un 
is summable. 
A vector function u: I —> Un is called a solution of the problem (1), (20, (22), if 
(i) u is absolutely continuous along with its derivatives up to and including the 
order 777 — 1; 
(ii) the equation (1) holds almost everywhere in 7, where H^~1;(T;(l)) = 0 for 
Ti(t) £ / ; 
1 Suppor ted by the Gran t 201/93/0452 of Czech Gran t Agency (Praha) and by Gran t 
0953/1994 of Development Fund of Czecli Universities. 
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(iii) the boundary conditions (22) are satisfied. 
Obviously, if a ^ n(t) < b (i = 1 , . . . ,ra) holds almost everywhere in I, then the 
conditions (2i) are redundant. 
We do not exclude from our considerations the case that the matrix functions Pi 
(i = 1 , . . . ,rn) are not summable in I. In this sense, the problem (1), (2i), (22) is 
singular. For n(t) = t (i = 1,. .. ,ra), problems of this type are discussed in [l]-[7]. 
In this paper, the results of [8] are used to establish optimal, in a certain sense, con-
ditions guaranteeing unique solvability of the problem (1), (2i), (22) and continuous 
dependence of its solutions on Pi, n (i = 1,.. •, m) and q. 
We use the following notation and definitions: 
Xj—the characteristic function of the interval 7, i.e. X/(0 = 1 if £ G I and 
X , ( 0 - = 0 i f t g J ; 
R—the set of the real numbers; 
Rn—the space of the column vectors x — (xi)2={ with the components Xi G R and 
the norm 
n 
IWI = 5>.h 
1 = 1 
RnXn—the space of the nxn matrices X = (^i,)2
a,= 1 with the components Xik G R 
and the norm 
n 
11*11= £M; 
t , f c = l 
r(K)—the spectral radius of a matrix X; 
if x = (x2)
n
=1 G R
n and X = (xifc)
n
fc=1 G R
n x n , then 
1̂ 1 = (1^1)7=1, \x\ = (\xlk\)lk=u 
if x = (^ ) n = 1 and y = (2/i){i=1 G R'\ X = ( ^ )
n , = 1 and Y = (H; ,)
n ,=1 G R»
x n , 
then 
x ^ y & x{ ^ y{ (i = I,... ,n), X ^Y & xik ^ y>, (i,k = 1 , . . . ,n); 
a matrix or vector function is called continuous, summable, etc. if its components 
are such; 
C(I; Rn)—the space of continuous vector functions x: I —> Rn with the norm 
\\x\\c = mSx{\\x(t)\\:teI}; 
L(I; Rn)—the space of summable vector functions .(•:/-»• IRn with the norm 
N k = / IkWllcU. 
Ja 
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For arbitrary i G {V . . . , m} assume 
(
a for Ti(t) < a, 
Ti(t) for a ^Ti(t) O , 
b for Ti(t) > b 
and 
(4) Poi(t) = X,(Ti(t))Pi(t). 
Theorem 1. Let 
(5) f [T0i(t)-a}
m-i\\P0i(t)\\dt<+<x> (» = l , . . . , m ) . 
Ja 
TiieL7 tiie problem (1), (2i), (22) is uniquely solvable if and only if the problem 
(6) 
d Æ ( í ) ^
1 1 /-o.(t) "" x i rToi{i
£ 7 7 — ^ ^ ( l ) / (roi(0 - í ) * " - 1 - ^ ^ ) d5 
f-̂  ( m - 1 - i ) ! Ja 
dt 
1 = 1 ' 
+Tbm(tXr0 ,„(t)), 
(7) x(b) = 0 
Lias oiiiy the trivial solution. 
P r o o f . By (3) and (4), a vector function u is a solution of the problem (1) 
(2i), (22) if and only if it is a solution of the differential equation 
m 
(8) u^(t) = S-vo^-'Wo) +<i(t) 
i=l 
with the boundary conditions (22). 
Let u be a solution of the problem (1), (2i), (22). Further, let 
(9) x(t)=vSm~l\t) 
and 
™-l -. pToi(t) 
(10) P(x)(t) = J2 7 T—Ti
poi(0 / (roi(t) ~ sr-^xW ds 
rr{ (m-l-i)l Ja 
+P0m(t)x(т0m(t)). 
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Then it follows from (22) and (8) that 
(11) u{t) = l^y. Ja
{t ~ sr~2x{s)ds 
and x is a solution of the vector functional-differential equation 
(12) ll^l=p{x){t)+q{t] 
satisfying the condition (7). Obviously, the inverse assertion also holds: if x is a 
solution of the problem (12), (7), then the vector function u defined by (11) is a 
solution of the problem (1), (2 t), (22). 
Therefore, the problem (1). (2X), (22) has a unique solution if and only if the 
problem (12), (7) has a unique solution. 
It follows from (5) and (10) that p: C(I; Un) -» L(I, Un) is a linear operator 




n(t) = V 
(ill - l) 
7 / 1 — 1 1 




I dt < -f-oo / Ф)< 
J a 
By Theorem 1.1 from [8], the problem (12), (7) has a unique solution if and only if 
the homogeneous problem (6), (7) has only the trivial solution. • 
T h e o r e m 2. Let the conditions (5) hold and let 
(13) r(JT j ^ ~ - J [Toi(t) -o]
m-'V,o,-(0|d<) < 1. 
Tiien the problem (1), (2i), (22) has a unique solution. 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to prove, as follows from Theorem 1, that the problem 
(6), (7) has only the trivial solution. Let x = (;r,-)"=1 be a solution of that problem. 
Then 
(14) x(t) = I p(x)(s)ds for t G I, 
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where p is the operator defined by (10). 
Put 
\x\c = (WxiWcYU 
and 
(15) A = Y, 7 ^ / [r0i(t) - ar-IPoiWI d*. 
Then (10) and (14) give 
\x\c < -4|a;|c. 
i.e. 
(16) ( E - A ) | a ; | c ^ 0 , 
where E is the unit matrix. On the other hand, by (13), 
r{A) < 1. 
Thus the matrix E — A is not singular and (F — A)"1 is non-negative. Multiplying 
(16) by (E - A)~\ we get 
\x\c < 0, 
i.e. :r(l) = 0. D 
The following example shows that the condition (13) is optimal in the sense that 
it cannot be replaced (without further assumptions on r i , . . . , r m ) , for any io G 
{ l , . . . , m } , by the inequality 
W r[Ej£rjy.Ja
 [Toi{t) -«]"l"'II5o,-(0|d.J < i 
where 7;() = 1 and 7; (i 7-= in,'/ = 1,...,///) are arbitrary great positive numbers. 
Example 1. Let 0 < S < b - a, 
O for a ^ £ ^ b - 5, 
(18) r in(í) =b-S,PiJt) = , 
1 ( m - . 0 ) W -
1 ( f t - a - < 5 ) i " " m - 5 for b - S < t s$ b, 
(19) Ti(ť) = í,i'.(ť) = 0 (ijLi0,i= 1,...,-/H) and</(<) = 0 , 
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where O and E are the null and unit n x n matrices. Then 




l [E for i = i0. 
Therefore, (13) is violated but (17) holds for 7;() = 1 and any 7; > 0 (i 7-= i0,i = 
1 , . . . , m). On the other hand, in the case considered the problem (1), (2X), (22) has 
infinitely many solutions. This easily follows from (18) and (19): for any cG Kn, the 
vector function 
u(t) =- cw(t), 
where 
w(t) = (t - a ) m _ 1 for a ^ t^ b - 5, 
(20) w(t) =J2{t~ \t SV wii)(b " *) + ^ / (t-sr~2(s-b)ds 
for b - 5 < t ^ b, 
is a solution of the problem (1), (2i), (22). 
Example 2. Let ti (i = 1 , . . . ,ra) be fixed points in the interval [a, 6], Vi (i = 
1 , . . . , m) arbitrary great positive numbers, 
Ti(t) = (b-a)l-^\t-t^ + a, 
P{(t) =
 ( ^ ~ ' ) ! ( b - a )
( , n - i ) ^ " 1 ) - 1 ^ - l,|-('"-?>^ (i = 1 , . . . , m), 
2mn 
and ,4 the matrix defined by (15). Then 
A = IE, r(A) = I 
and, by Theorem 2, the problem (1), (2i), (22) has a unique solution. 
Example 2 shows that in Theorem 2, the matrix functions Hi,..., Pm_i may have 
non-integrable singularities of any order at the points of the interval [0,6]. 
Theorem 3. Let n = 1, 
(21) Ti(t) ^ t for almost all t G [a, b] (i = V . . . , m), 
and 
(22) E ?̂ —)T y M O - ^r^Pomdt ^ oxp f - J \p0m(t)\ dtj. 
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Then the problem (1). (2i), (22) has a unique solution. 
P r o o f . First of all, we notice that, by (3) and (21), 
(23) r0i(t) ^t (i = l , . . . , m ) 
holds almost everywhere in I. By Theorem 1 it is sufficient to prove that the problem 
(6), (7) has only the trivial solution. Suppose the contrary, i.e. that the problem (6), 
(7) has a non-trivial solution x. Then there exists t0 £ [a. b] such that 
\x(to)\ = max{| :r(s) | : a ̂  s ^ 6}, \x(t)\ < \x(t0)\ for t0 < t ^ b. 
If we now assume 
y(t) = max{|T(s)|: t ^ s ^ b], 
then we shall have 
(24) H(l) < y(*0) if to < t < b, H(0 = H(l0) if a < l ^ *0. 
On the other hand, with regard to the inequality Ton(t) ^ t, from (6) and (7) we get 
(25) y(t) < z(0 + / |Pom(s)|2/(s) ds for a ^ l ^ b, 
where 
m ~ - i rb r rT„,-(s) "" x i / - o r prunes) 
(26) 2W = E 7 r-M / lp°^s)l / (̂ oi(s) - o m - 1 _ i y ( 0 ^ 
i=zl V
71 L l ) ' Jt L Ja 
ds. 
The function z is non-increasing. Thus, using GronwaU's lemma, (25) yields the 
estimate 
(27) V{t0) < = ( ť 0 ) e x p ( / |P 0 m(ť) |d í ) . 
Since ?/(lo) is positive, this estimate implies that there exists a set Io C [to,b] of a 
positive measure such that 
771 — 1 
g ( m - l - ^ | P o i ( < ) l > ° f01'<e/o-
Using this inequality along with the inequalities (23) and (24), we get from (26) 
m - l - „6 
~-('o) < 2/(jo) J2 7 T̂ / [roiiO-ar-'lPoMdt. 
i = 1 V'
n J i- "t((, 
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However, this estimation together with the conditions (22) and (27) leads to the 
contradiction 
y(k) <y(to), 
which proves the theorem. • 
As the following example confirms, the condition (22) is optimal in the sense that 
it cannot be replaced, for any ?'0 G {V . . . , m — 1} and s G]0,1[, by the inequality 
(28) E (̂ -hjT / [ T o i { t ) ~ ^ " ' I ^ - W I dt < cxi5 (- / \Pm^\ds) -
where 7;0 = 1 — e and 7; (i ^ i0, i = 1,.. ., m) are arbitrary great positive numbers. 
Example 3. Let e G ]0,1[, i0 G { 1 , . . . , m — 1}, 7;() = 1 — e. Further, let S be the 
numbers defined by the equality 
/b — a — (5\m- {o ^ 
\ b — a J 
and w the function defined by (20). Finally, let 
Pi(t) = 0 (i 7*20,2 = l , . . . , 7 / l ) , 
f 0 for a ^ * ^ 6 - <J, 





n(t) = t(i = l , . . . , m ) , a(l) = 0 . 
w(io-D(6 _ á ) > i_—11L(Z, - „. - 5)
m-\ 
{m-i0y. 
0 < P o i o(ř) = P,;„(í) < (m - to) !*
- 1 d> ~ a - í ) 4 " " " 1 
^5ijC,('->"-fc«-">dl<(tŤ^í)<,",-<1-e>-'-
I f 6 [ 0 for 2 7- 20, 
7-—77/ M O - ^ ' W O . d ^ T w , . . 
( m - 2 ) ! Ja [ (l -£)
 1 for 2 = 20. 
The inequality (28) is thus satisfied for *yi{) — 1 - £ and any 7; > 0 (i 7̂  i0, / — 
1 , . . . , m — 1). The unique solvability of the problem (1), (2) is violated because it 
has a solution u(t) = cw(t) for any c G U. 
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From the inequality 
exp(-s) ^ 1 — 5 for 0 ̂  s ^ 1 
and from Theorem 3 we obtain 
Corollary. If n — 1, the condition (21) is satisfied, and 
" Ł -1 ГO 
tҐ1(m-i)\.lа 
roi(0-«]m"?l^:(^|d^V 
then the problem (1), (2) has a unique solution. 
As example 1 shows, in the above corollary the condition (21) is essential and 
cannot be omitted. 
Along with the equation (1), we consider, for every positive integer k, the per­
turbed equation 
;;i 
(29) u^(t) = ^Pi^W^Hnkim+qkit), 
7 = 1 
where Tik : I -> R and Pik : I -» (R
n X n are measurable, and g/e: I -> (Rn is summable. 
For arbitrary i G {1, . . . , m} put 
{ a for Tik(t) < a, 
TiA-(l) for a ^ T?A(l) ^ 6, 




Theorem 4. Let the condition (5) he satisfied and let there exist a summable 
function ly. I —> IR+ such that the inequalities 
in 
(30) ^ ( r o ^ ( i ) - a ) " l - ' | | P o ^ ( 0 I K ' / ( t ) (A; = 1,2,...) 
1 = 1 
hold almost everywhere in I. Further, let 
(31) esssup{\T0ik(t) -T0i(t)\: t G 1} -> 0 if k -> +00 ( l , . . . , m ) , 
(32) lim / (ro i f c(s) - a)
m-*.P0ifc(s)ds 
— / (701(5) — a)m~1 Poi(s) ds uniformly on I (i = 1,... , m), 
Ja 
tffc(s) ds = / qr(s) ds uniformly on I. l im / 1 
*-> + <*> Jа 
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Finally, suppose that the problem (1), (2i), (22) has a unique solution u. Then 
there exists a positive integer ko such that the problem (29), (2i), (22) has a unique 
solution Uk for every k ^ ko, and 
lim 4 l _ 1 ) ( 0 = ^-^(t) uniformly on I (i = V . . . ,/n - 1). 
fc-++oo 
P r o o f . For arbitrary y 6 C(I; Un) and a positive integer k put 
(33) 9i(y)(t) = 0 for Toi(t) = o, 
9i(y)(t) = (m- i)(r0i(t) - a)
l-m f °' (roi(t) - s)"^
1'^) ds 
J a 
for r0i(t) > a (i = 1 , . . . , m - 1) 
(34) Sifc(y)W=OforT0ifc(<)=a, 
gik(y)(t) = (m - i)(r0ik(t) - a)
{-m f " " (TOlk(t) - a)"
1 - 1" '^*) ds 
J a 
for Toif,(t) > a (i = 1 , . . . , m - 1), 
(35) 9m(y)(t) = y(T0m(t)),9mk(y)(t) = y(TOmk(t)), 
m 1 
P(y)(t) = £ T Tt(roi(t) - a)
m-'JP0i(<)3i(?/)(<), 
-C—-/ (777, — ^ ) ! 
1 = 1 v ' 
(36) 
(37) pfc (»)(*) = T - ^(r0ik(t) - ar-PoifcWffi^W). 
--—' (77i — ^)! 
t = i v 
We consider the equation (12) and 
(38) ^ - = Pk(x)(t) + qk(t) 
with the initial condition (7). 
As shown in the proof of Theorem 1, the vector function x(t) = iI(m-1)(£) is the 
unique solution of the problem (12), (7). As for the problem (29), (2i), (22), it 
is uniquely solvable if and only if the problem (38), (7) is uniquely solvable. The 
solutions of these problems are connected by the equality 
(»>-2) !Л 
U f cW = 7 ^ 7 ^ T / (t-s)m-2.rk(s)ds. 
\nl *)' Ja 
We thus have to prove that there exists a positive integer ko such that the problem 
(38), (7) has a unique solution Xk for k ^ ko and 
lim Xk(t) = x(t) uniformly on I. 
/e—>-|-oo 
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By Corollary 1.6 from [8], it is sufficient to prove that 
(39) lim / pk(y)(s)ds = / p(y)(s) ds uniformly on I 
/c-++ooJa Ja 
for any absolutely continuous vector function y: I —> Un. 
By (36) and (37), 
(40) 
where 
/ \Pk(y)(s) -p(y)(s)}ds 
J a 
^5к(y) + Aк(y)(t), 
4 = T / (roik(s) - ar-ÍPo.*(s)||||$ifc(!/)í>) - 9i(y)(s)\\ da, >* = 5Z / (r°u 
* = i J a 
in II ~t 
&k(y)(t) = Y, \\ [ ^ ( 5 ) ~ "r^PoikW - (roi(s) - a)m-iP0i(s)](/i(y)(s) d* 
t= i II ^ a 
In view of (31)-(35), the following conditions hold almost everywhere in / : 
, lim \\gik(v)(t) - gi(y)(t)\\ = 0 (i = 1 , . . . ,m) 
A;—> + oo 
and 
llí/ifc(í/)(0 - ffiWII si 2||y||c (i = 1 , . . . , m; fc = 1,2,...). 
Combining this with the condition (30) and applying Lebesgue's theorem about a 
limit in an integral, we get 
(41) lim Sk(y) = 0. 
fc—> + oo 
On the other hand, in view of Lemma 2.1 from [8], it follows from (30) and (32) that 
(42) lim Ak(y)(t) = 0 uniformly on I. 
k—> + oo 
Now (39) immediately follows from (40), (41) and (42). D 
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